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Student rights violated, from page one
including but flot restricted to
matters covered by the
Residence Community Stan-
dards."

* A problem arises because
innocent resident students may
be held collectively responsible
with other residents for damage
caused by unidentified students.
Thus, a student could be held
responsible for an act of row-
dyism which occurred during his
absence.

* A withdrawal fee and
possibly a penalty of 20 per cent
of the remaining balance of the
contract is assessed against
residents who are evicted or who
leave voluntarily.

The evaluation states that
"from the university's stand-
point, the contract seems to have
been designed to give the Direc-
tor the flexibility to deal with
problems as they arise so the
interests of the majority of the
students can be served."

However, Mercer says he is
sympathetic with innocent
students and objects to the
degree of freedom given to the

director.
He says problems between

students and the Lister- Hall
administration are "one of the
foremost areas" in university
affairs that SLS deals with.

"I have a general concern
with the contract," he says.

Director of Food and
Housing Services Gail Brown
says the contractual agreement
in Lister Hall "is the norm for
most universities."

She says the contract was
revised this summer because 'it
needed to say new things" and
was too hard to read.

But, she says she has had
complaints fromn students about
the legal jargon and length of the
new contract.*

"0f course 1 have concerns
wîth the contract," she says. "l'm
working with it ail the time."

Brown also says she does
not exercise her power "ar-
bitrarily" and makes few evic-
tions on her own discretion,
though the final decision does
rest with her.
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However, SLS
recommends that the director's
discretion "be reined in from its
presently unlimited scope."

It suggests that aIl exercises
of a director's discretion be
accompanied by a written state-
ment.

As well, they suggest that to
protect innocent students, a
tribunal with the power to
overturn the director's decisions
be established. This may require
the organization of a completely
revamped appeal board, says the
evaluation.

SLS concludes with the
suggestion that students make
themselves aware of the
regulations of the contract
before they sign.

Tuition up,
from page one
very clear to us that tuition is
going to go up", says FAS
executive member Tema Frank.

No date or definite amount
for the 'increase has yet been
announced, she adds.

FAS representatives wil
meet with the minister again in
January or February.

SU forums
coming
To Care Is Human is the title of a
Students' Union forum on the
boat people Friday in Room 142
SUB. The forum will feature
Ruth Groberman, immigration
spokesman Brenda David and
Thanh Nguyen, a Vietnamese
refugee.

SU forums will also present
Ed Ewasiuk and a "Facilities for
the Future" spokesman in The
Great Convention Cen ter
Debate Monday, November 28
at noon in Room 158, SUB.
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